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University rankings tend to be bullshit [1]–[3].1
Nonetheless, I give it another shot and rank
universities by how long their library is open. –
It turns out that 70% of universities have their
libraries closed more than half of the time, and a
mere 6% are open all the time.

Method

Opening times are retrieved via Google Maps for all univer-
sities in the racist list of QS World University Rankings and
converted to percentages. Where there are multiple libraries,
the one with the longest opening hours is selected. User ratings
are also retrieved via Google Maps and reranked using Bayesian
averaging. The table is sorted by opening hours first, and by
ratings second.

The main limitation is finding the right libraries for the uni-
versities. The approach is to simply use “<university name>
Library” as a query and let Google Maps figure it out, and it
works surprisingly well, but not perfectly. Especially smaller
libraries (pertaining to single faculties or colleges) may not be
properly represented.

An important piece of information that is missing is whether
the libraries are open to the public. For example, most libraries

1An exception is the Nando’s Excellence Framework.
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https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/world-university-rankings/2023
https://www.algolia.com/doc/guides/managing-results/must-do/custom-ranking/how-to/bayesian-average/
https://www.algolia.com/doc/guides/managing-results/must-do/custom-ranking/how-to/bayesian-average/
https://bantshire.github.io/blog-nandos.html


in Germany are open to everyone, but in the UK they tend to
be restricted to students and staff.

Code and data are available on Github.

Updated in May 2024.

Figure 1: Opening hours (1.0 = al-
ways) of libraries vs QS rank of corre-
sponding universities.
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